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The Lucky Snow Leopard Zoes Rescue Zoo 4
When Great-Uncle Horace brings back lost and homeless animals from his travels around the globe, it falls to Zoe, and her mum the zoo vet, to settle them into their new home.
She's good at this, because she can understand what they say and talk to them, too. But that's a secret! In the third book in the series, panda twins arrive at the zoo. How will Zoe
tell them apart? Because one is sooo naughty, that's how...
At Zoe's Rescue Zoo only the cutest, cuddliest animals need apply! Zoe loves living at her uncle's rescue zoo because there's always something exciting going on. And Zoe also
has an amazing secret... She can actually TALK to the animals! Zoe is thrilled to welcome a new animal to the rescue zoo - an adorable tiger cub! The talkative cub loves to
make friends but his stories are keeping the other animals awake all night. Can Zoe come up with a sleepover solution that makes everyone happy? Another fantastic title in the
perfect series for young animal lovers, beautifully illustrated throughout by Sophy Williams. Have you read Zoe's other adventures? The Lonely Lion CubThe Puzzled PenguinThe
Silky Seal PupThe Eager ElephantThe Lucky Snow LeopardThe Pesky Polar BearThe Cuddly KoalaThe Wild Wolf PupThe Happy HippoThe Sleepy Snowy OwlThe Scruffy Sea
OtterThe Picky PuffinThe Giggly GiraffeThe Curious KangarooThe Super SlothThe Little LlamaThe Messy MeerkatThe Helpful HedgehogThe Rowdy Red Panda
Are you struggling to put your child to bed? Would you like your child to fall asleep faster? Then, this book is the perfect solution for you. The little snow leopard, Felix, is trying to
find his way home. He is angry and cannot control his rage. With Felix's interaction with his friends, your child will learn to recognize his emotions and deal with them. This book
will help you in many ways: - gives examples of anger control, - improves anger management, - teaches children not to be afraid to make friends, - helps children stay calm. "My
three-year-old daughter can't read, but she's thrilled with the beautiful illustrations." - Susan "I'm a teacher, and this book helps me show children the best ways to get rid of
anger. Inflating an invisible balloon thrilled me!" - Maria "My son adores Felix. He says Felix is cute and brave. My son identifies with the snow leopard." - David This book will
help your kids make friends, help those in need, and control their emotions. "Angry snow leopard" is suitable for all ages. We recommend it to parents and anyone who works
with children.
A spellbinding new Nature Storybook about snow leopards, with words by Planet Earth producer and first-time children's author Justin Anderson and pictures from award-winning
artist Patrick Benson. "Something moves in the rocks ahead. My hands start to tremble. My heart is beating fast. There, just a few footsteps away, is a snow leopard" Join us on a
journey high into the snowy peaks of the Himalaya, and discover the secret world of a rare and utterly majestic creature, how it has adapted to the harsh environment it lives in
and how it looks after its young. Complete with an index and a conservation note, this is a wonderful addition to the series and the debut of an exciting new voice in non-fiction
writing for children.
"A snow leopard is lost and needs to find her mother. She overcomes danger by making new forest friends and learning about courage and patience"-Zoe is delighted that her great uncle Horace has brought home two new animals for the Rescue Zoo: a beautiful snow leopard and her fuzzy cub Ali. Even more exciting is the
news that soon there will be three snow leopards -Ali is about to be a big bro
Cam helps her friend Eric when he misplaces his permission slip to go on the school field trip.
The original series from the Master of Fright--now a major motion picture in theaters October 16, 2015! The original books featuring the scariest creatures from the Goosebumps
movie, in theaters October 16, 2015!Hannah's neighborhood has gotten a little--weird. Ever since that new boy moved in next door.But when did he move in? Wasn't the house
empty when Hannah went to sleep the night before? Why does it still look so deserted?Hannah can't get any answers from her new neighbor. He just keeps disappearing in the
oddest ways. And he's so pale...Is Hannah being haunted by... the ghost next door?
When the zookeeper's jacket seems a trifle tight one morning, his excessive concern worries the animals.
Zoe is delighted that her great uncle Horace has brought home two new animals for the Rescue Zoo: a beautiful snow leopard and her fuzzy cub Ali. Even more exciting is the news that soon there will be
three snow leopards -- Ali is about to be a big brother!
Fantastic series for animal lovers everywhere. Perfect for fans of Holly Webb! When Great-Uncle Horace brings back lost and homeless animals from his travels around the globe, it falls to Zoe, and her mum,
the zoo vet, to settle them into their new home. She's good at this, because she can understand what they say and talk to them, too. But that's a secret. In the fourth book in the series, a sad little seal pup
arrives at the zoo. But how can Zoe welcome him to the zoo if the zoo might be closing down?
A curvy artist struggling with self-doubt + a panther shifter who's out of touch with his panther + a kidnapper with deadly plans = one dangerous romantic adventure! Curvy Irina Mathers has never believed in
herself. Whatever she tries to do with her life, it always seems to go wrong. But when a sexy stranger sweeps her off her feet, she'll find out how strong she really is. Grant Diaz grew up struggling to suppress
his panther. His shifter father abandoned his mother, and Grant is haunted by the thought that his own panther will do the same, and betray his mate. Gorgeous, funny Irina is everything he ever wanted-but
finding her means facing his fears. When a mysterious enemy threatens to tear them apart, Grant and Irina will have to learn to trust in their love... or lose each other forever. Panther's Promise is a sizzling
hot, standalone BBW big cat shifter romance. No cliffhangers!
At Zoe's Rescue Zoo only the cutest, cuddliest animals need apply! Zoe loves living at her uncle's rescue zoo because there's always something exciting going on. And Zoe also has an amazing secret... She
can actually TALK to the animals! When Zoe's school friends visit the rescue zoo to pick a class animal, Hugo the hedgehog wants to help. But he keeps getting into trouble! Can Zoe find a way for Hugo to
be helpful? Another fantastic title in the perfect series for young animal lovers, beautifully illustrated throughout by Sophy Williams. Have you read Zoe's other adventures? The Lonely Lion Cub, The Puzzled
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Penguin, The Silky Seal Pup, The Eager Elephant, The Lucky Snow Leopard, The Pesky Polar Bear, The Cuddly Koala, The Wild Wolf Pup, The Happy Hippo, The Sleepy Snowy Owl, The Scruffy Sea Otter,
The Picky Puffin, The Giggly Giraffe, The Curious Kangaroo, The Super Sloth, The Little Llama, The Messy Meerkat
Traces a dog through various incarnations, including a tough stray, a working dog, and a family pet, as he learns what he must in each life.
Dear LucyThank you so much for asking me if I needed help this Christmas. What a kind girl you are! As a matter of fact I do. My smallest reindeer is not very well, and needs someone to make him better
before Christmas Eve. Starlight guides my sleigh through the night sky, so without him, I won't be able todeliver any presents. Go down to the shed at the bottom of your garden and you will find him.And
Lucy, this is TOP SECRET!Lots of love fromSantaLucy has a big secret . . . Santa's left her a little reindeer in the garden shed! But Starlight is poorly, and Santa won't be able to deliver any presents if he's
not well in time. Can Lucy make Starlight better and save Christmas?A magical winter's tale about a very special friendship, just in time for Christmas, which includes lovely black and white illustrations.
Inspector Harry Hole returns from Hong Kong hot on the trail of a serial killer in this installment of Jo Nesbø’s New York Times bestselling series. Inspector Harry Hole has retreated to Hong Kong, escaping
the trauma of his last case in squalid opium dens, when two young women are found dead in Oslo, both drowned in their own blood. Media coverage quickly reaches a fever pitch. There are no clues, the
police investigation is stalled, and Harry—the one man who might be able to help—can’t be found. After he returns to Oslo, the killer strikes again, Harry’s instincts take over, and nothing can keep him from
the investigation, though there is little to go on. Worse, he will soon come to understand that he is dealing with a psychopath who will put him to the test, both professionally and personally, as never before.

Zoe Parker has an amazing secret -- she can talk to animals and they can talk back! Her special talent comes in handy at her great uncle's animal rescue zoo. At the rescue zoo,
injured or endangered animals have a safe place to live. When a very lonely lion cub arrives, Zoe has a plan to help him, but it means taking a big risk!
"Snowy the polar bear has lots of party ideas and is being a bit bossy. Can Zoe show the other animals that Snowy only wants to have fun?"-At Zoe's Rescue Zoo only the cutest, cuddliest animals need apply! Zoe loves living at her uncle's rescue zoo because there's always something exciting going on. And Zoe also
has an amazing secret... She can actually TALK to the animals! When Raina the reindeer and her family arrive, it looks like Christmas at the zoo will be the best one yet. But after
Raina runs away and ends up in an accident, she's not sure she'll be a very good Christmas reindeer. Can Zoe change Raina's mind and help her to spread Christmas cheer
after all? Another fantastic title in the perfect series for young animal lovers, beautifully illustrated throughout by Sophy Williams. Have you read Zoe's other adventures? The
Lonely Lion Cub The Puzzled Penguin The Silky Seal Pup The Eager Elephant The Lucky Snow Leopard The Pesky Polar Bear The Cuddly Koala The Wild Wolf Pup The Happy
Hippo The Sleepy Snowy Owl The Scruffy Sea Otter The Picky Puffin The Giggly Giraffe The Curious Kangaroo The Super Sloth The Little Llama The Messy Meerkat The
Helpful Hedgehog The Rowdy Red Panda The Talkative Tiger
Leopard loves to bang his drum, but when he refuses to share it with the Sky God, he finds himself in a lot of trouble! Simply written in lively, flowing text Usborne First Reading
books are designed to capture the imagination and build the confidence of beginner readers. This book includes audio and links to downloadable worksheets and teacher's notes.
"Irresistible for children learning to read. " - Child Education Plus
Zoe Parker has an amazing secret -- she can talk to animals and they can talk back! Newest zoo resident Pip is the cutest penguin chick Zoe has ever seen. But there's
something strange about Pip . . . he doesn't seem to know he's a penguin!
Fans of Rainbow Magic and Mermaid Tales will love this new series full of adventures under the sea!
"Maggie and Shannon are figure skaters and sisters. But Maggie is really tired of Shannon always being in the spotlight. For once, Maggie is determined to come out from behind
her sister's shadow. Can Maggie learn to shine, even when Shannon always seems to get in her way?"
When Great-Uncle Horace brings back lost and homeless animals from his travels around the globe, it falls to Zoe and her mum, the zoo vet, to settle them into their new home.
She's good at this because she can understand what they say and talk to them. But that's a secret
A purr-fect series for 5-7 year olds, about a girl called Zoe who works at a rescue zoo. Not only does she have a wonderful talent for this, she also has a fantastic secret - she can actually talk
to the animals!
Fantastic series for animal lovers everywhere. Perfect for fans of Holly Webb! When Great-Uncle Horace brings back lost and homeless animals from his travels around the globe, it falls to
Zoe, and her mum, the zoo vet, to settle them into their new home. She's good at this, because she can understand what they say and talk to them, too. But that's a secret. Zoe's very excited
about some festive new arrivals. But the little snow leopard doesn't want to be a big brother. Can Zoe show him how lucky she is?
The Lucky Snow Leopard (Zoe's Rescue Zoo #4)Scholastic Inc.
Describes the unique physical characteristics, food habits, and parenting behavior of snow leopards.
When Great-Uncle Horace brings back lost and homeless animals from his travels around the globe, it falls to Zoe and her mum, the zoo's vet, to settle them into their new home. Zoe's good
at this, because she can understand what they say and talk to them, too. But that's a secret In this second book, a tiny penguin arrives at the zoo. He's really cute, but a bit of a puzzle - he just
doesn't seem to know he's a penguin
When Great-Uncle Horace brings back lost and homeless animals from his travels around the globe, it falls to Zoe and her mum, the zoo vet, to settle them into their new home. Zoe's good at
this, because she can understand what they say and talk to them, too. But that's a secret. A new baby koala has arrived at the zoo, and he's very clumsy. Zoe is a bit worried he's going to hurt
himself. So she comes up with a very cuddly way to keep him safe - a koala sling!
We'll be there in a whisker! Peanut is sick! For once, Peanut is the patient who needs Dr. KittyCat's expert care. But without his help, the clinic is in total chaos! This book has two-color art
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inside! Supercute photographs of real puppies and kittens combine with hand-drawn purple line art for a completely unique look.
Presents a selection of baby animals from zoos around the world, including a fennec fox, Sumatran orangutan, kangaroo, wombat, and spotted hyena. On board pages.

The newest member of the zoo, Bertie the baby elephant, gets into
At Zoe's Rescue Zoo only the cutest, cuddliest animals need apply! Zoe loves living at her uncle's rescue zoo because there's always something exciting going on. And Zoe also
has an amazing secret... She can actually TALK to the animals! Ruby the red panda is full of energy but sometimes she can be a bit naughty. With the zoo competing for a
special winter award, can Ruby impress the judge ... or will her enthusiasm place her in danger? Another fantastic title in the perfect series for young animal lovers, beautifully
illustrated throughout by Sophy Williams. Have you read Zoe's other adventures? The Lonely Lion Cub The Puzzled Penguin The Silky Seal Pup The Eager Elephant The Lucky
Snow Leopard The Pesky Polar Bear The Cuddly Koala The Wild Wolf Pup The Happy Hippo The Sleepy Snowy Owl The Scruffy Sea Otter The Picky Puffin The Giggly Giraffe
The Curious Kangaroo The Super Sloth The Little Llama The Messy Meerkat The Helpful Hedgehog
Zoe loves living at her uncle's rescue zoo because there's always something exciting going on. And Zoe also has an amazing secret... She can actually TALK to the animals! The
little wolf pup won't stop howling. Is he scared? Lonely? Zoe's got a spooky idea - what if it's because of Halloween...?
Documents the survival story of a Pakistan snow leopard that was rescued as an orphaned cub and taken in by scientists from the Wildlife Conservation Society, who placed him
with the Bronx Zoo.
Zoe Parker has an amazing secret -- she can talk to animals and they can talk back! The rescue zoo is Zoe's home -- and her favorite place in the whole world. When she finds
out it might have to close, she is determined to come up with a plan to save it. If she doesn't, friendly seal pup, Star, might end up homeless!
Zoe Parker has an amazing secret -- she can talk to animals and they can talk back! Zoe is delighted that her great uncle Horace has brought home two new animals for the
Rescue Zoo: a beautiful snow leopard and her fuzzy cub Ali. Even more exciting is the news that soon there will be three snow leopards -- Ali is about to be a big brother!
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